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A Community Planning Partnership (CPP) is the name given to all those services that come together to take part in community planning. There are 32 CPPs 
across Scotland, one for each council area. 

Each CPP is responsible for developing and delivering a plan for its council area. Effective community planning brings together the collective talents and 
resources of local public services and communities to drive positive change on local priorities. It focuses on where partners’ 
collective efforts and resources, can add most value for their local communities, with particular emphasis on reducing inequalities. 

Under Part 2 Community Planning, of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 CPPs are responsible for producing 2 types of plan to describe its 
local priorities, the improvements it plans for and by when. 

The first type of plan is Local Outcomes Improvement Plan which covers the whole council area. The second type of plan is a Locality Plan. Locality Plans 
cover smaller areas within the CPP area, usually focusing on those areas which benefit most from improvement. Each CPP will produce at least one 
Locality Plan and some CPPs will produce many – there is no fixed number. Locality planning aims to meet local needs and ambitions, so the views of local 
communities are particularly important. The Outer Hebrides Community Planning Partnership (OHCPP) has agreed to two priority areas of which North Uist 
and 
Benbecula is one.

The OHCPP has engaged with the community in North Uist and Benbecula to identify opportunities to work together to improve the quality of life for people 
who live here.

This first Locality Plan for North Uist and Benbecula will:
 •explain the reasons for working better together locally;
 •target areas for positive action and present the information that led us to these decisions; and
 •describe some of the new approaches to working.

How community planning works
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In North Uist and Benbecula most people enjoy a good quality of life. However this isn’t the case for all members of the community and we are committed 
to changing this. Communities should be safe, secure and vibrant where everyone can achieve success and enjoy good physical, mental and emotional health 
and well being.

To achieve this goal we need people and their communities to be at the centre of our planning and delivery. We will work with people to improve the things 
that matter most to them and to make a positive difference to their lives and communities. Recognising that communities can make positive changes for 
themselves we wish to increase the level of influence and control that they have over the decisions and services that impact on their lives and communities.

The Outer Hebrides Community Planning Partnership (OHCPP) has used Community Profiling to identify two localities which will be the subjects of focussed 
planning. North Uist and Benbecula has been identified as one of those localities. By putting localities at the heart of the planning process, we will be able to 
develop new ways of working focusing less on the public bodies we represent and more on how our collective efforts can make our communities stronger. This 
will help us to achieve the wider ambitions set out in the Outer Hebrides Local Outcomes Improvement Plan. This is a plan created through a development 
process led by the OHCPP in partnership with communities. It sets out a number of ambitions for reducing inequalities across the islands and building services 
around people and communities.

We understand that the locality of North Uist and Benbecula is made up of distinct communities however 
they do not operate in isolation. Our challenge is to recognise the unique nature of these communities, 
while linking them to gain economies of scale.

If we are to achieve the highest quality of life for all of the people in the North Uist and Benbecula area, 
we need to combat the effects of poverty and inequality. This means targeting our efforts and resources 
to those who will benefit most in a way that we haven’t done before.

This first locality plan for North Uist and Benbecula identifies the areas in which we will take action to bring 
about positive change in the area, based on our understanding of these communities and what matters the 
people who live there. It is a plan for the whole community and for all aspects of its 
development – economic, social and physical.

Why produce a locality plan for North Uist and Benbecula?
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The areas for action which are included in the plan have emerged from a wide range of consultation and engagement activity over the past year. Some of this 
activity has taken place across the Outer Hebrides. This has helped us to prepare plans and provide services in important areas such as health and social care, 
housing, services for children and young people, community safety and community learning.

Most of the activity has been local and designed to provide people who live and work in localities with opportunities to tell us what they know about the 
place, say what matters most to them and come up with ideas and proposals for making the locality a better place for everyone.

Research shows that the places where we spend our time have an important impact on our lives. The way a place looks, functions and feels can influence our 
health and wellbeing, and the opportunities we have access to. Improving the quality of places can help to tackle inequalities. Understanding the existing and 
potential strengths of a place can inform good decision making, allowing resources to be targeted to where they are most needed.

The Place Standard tool was used as a method of community engagement to inform the development of the Locality Plan. This is a wide ranging tool that 
asks people their views on important social, physical and economic factors that affect their perception of where they live. People were given the opportunity 
to complete the survey online, on paper or through a series of focus groups led by local people and agencies. They were also asked for their views on the 
priorities for improvement. The findings are described later in the plan with a full locality report available highlighting the main areas for development.

It is recognised that the community has been consulted very regularly over a number of years and that there is a degree of ‘consultation fatigue’. Previous 
work in communities has led to the development of the North Uist Community Plan and Build a Better Balivanich Plan as well as the Uist Economic 
Diversification Action Plan. All of these will continue to be referenced in the preparation and delivery of this locality plan.

The process so far
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North Uist is the area encompassing the islands of Berneray, North Uist and Grimsay whilst 
Benbecula lies between North Uist and South Uist. The total population of the Locality is 
2,905 with a slightly higher proportion living in North Uist than Benbecula. The population 
has fallen by 2% since 2011.

Balivanich in Benbecula is the main settlement in the locality and is considered to be the 
centre for the Uists as the airport, hospital, Health Board, Council Offices, a bank and 2 
supermarkets are located there. The secondary school for the Locality is some 5 miles away 
in Liniclate.

The population in the Locality area has fallen significantly over the last 50 years.

There is a significant level of social housing: Benbecula 20% and North Uist 15%.

Working age population economically active: Benbecula 79% and North Uist 70%

Self employment: North Uist 13% and Benbecula 8.5% . This probably reflects the strength 
of indigenous industries such as crofting and fishing in North Uist.

QinetiQ, MoD Range Hebrides operator, is the biggest employer outside of the public 
sector.

Largest sources of employment:

What we know about North Uist and Benbecula

North Uist

Health and social work activities

Construction

Agricultural and fishing activities

Wholesale, retail, repair of motor cars

Education

South Uist

Health and social work activities

Construction

Accommodation and food service

Information and communications

Wholesale, retail, repair of motor cars
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Population Projections

National Records Household Projections offer a longer term view to 2026. 

As can be seen from the table about, Uist and Barra are projected to suffer the most severe population decline. 

Single households are the main type in North Uist and Benbecula, representing 38% of all households. 

2012 households 2026 households % change 
Outer Hebrides 12,749 1 3,527 6.1% 
Rural Lewis & Harris 2 .4% 

12.6% Stornoway, Broadbay & Point 
Uist & Barra -2.1%

% change 
Outer Hebrides 27,560 2 6,115 -5.2%
Rural Lewis & Harris -12.9%

5% Stornoway, Broadbay & Point 
Uist & Barra -16.8%
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Older People and Age Distribution 
 
Overall, the Outer Hebrides’ population is forecast to age however the extent of this varies across the islands. The current population distribution of older 
people shows greater numbers of older people in rural Lewis and Harris compared to Stornoway, Broadbay & Point and Uist & Barra.  However, projections 
to 2037 suggest the greatest proportionate rises will be in Uist & Barra and the Lochs area of Lewis with Harris seeing smaller proportionate increases 
reflecting the already high proportion of older people in this area.  The largest proportionate increase in people over 65 will be in Uist at 44.8% 
 

  

The age structure change within this 6 year time range is representative of the longer term population decline and aging demographic of the area. 
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Overall, the Outer Hebrides’ population is forecast to age however the extent of this varies across the islands. The current population distribution of older 
people shows greater numbers of older people in rural Lewis and Harris compared to Stornoway, Broadbay & Point and Uist & Barra. However, projections to 
2037 suggest the greatest proportionate rises will be in Uist & Barra and the Lochs area of Lewis with Harris seeing smaller proportionate increases reflecting 
the already high proportion of older people in this area. The largest proportionate increase in people over 65 will be in Uist at 44.8%

The age structure change within this 6 year time range is representative of the longer term population decline and aging demographic of the area.

Older People and Age Distribution
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What is the data telling us? 

 
 
The Improvement Service at Scottish Government has developed a tool to enable CPPs to assess whether the lives of our communities are improving over 
time.  It gives a consistent basis on which to profile our local area in relation to core measures of outcomes and inequalities.  A small set of core measures 
reflects key life outcomes across early years, older people, safer/stronger communities, health and wellbeing and employment/economy. 
It allows us to identify the overall pattern of outcomes in an area and whether there are communities faring well below the norm for the Outer Hebrides 
and below that for similar areas elsewhere in Scotland.  
 

 
When we look at seven key characteristics which can be compared across Scotland and apply them to the Outer Hebrides, North Uist and Benbecula is 
identified as the second most vulnerable area within the islands.  When compared to other areas in Scotland with a similar demographic profile it is 

SELECT CPP

Eilean Siar Map of my communities
78%

Within Eilean Siar which communities have 
the poorest outcomes?

Within Eilean Siar which communities have 
improved the least?

Within Eilean Siar, which communities have 
improved the least relative to other, similar 
communities?

Stornoway West  Benbecula and North Ui Benbecula and North Ui Benbecula and North Ui

Benbecula and North Ui  Stornoway East Northwest Lewis Northwest Lewis

Stornoway East ✓ Stornoway West Stornoway West Stornoway West

Barra and South Uist ✓ Broadbay Stornoway East Broadbay

Northwest Lewis ✓ Barra and South Uist Barra and South Uist Stornoway East

South Lewis ✓ Northwest Lewis Broadbay Barra and South Uist

Harris ✓ South Lewis South Lewis South Lewis

Broadbay ✓ Point Harris Point

Point ✓ Harris Point Harris

Most 
vulnerable

Least 
vulnerable

Least 
Improved

OUTCOMES IMPROVEMENT

Most 
Improved

Compared to other, similar communities, how do 
those in Eilean Siar fare? (are they better or worse 
than expected?)

Child Poverty

Emergency Admissions

Positive Destinations
Out of Work Benefits

S4 Tariff Score

Crime Rate

Early Mortality

Top/bottom 5Top/bottom 10ALL

My Communities Understanding this page

Depopulation
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performing more poorly than expected.  When we look at improvement over time it has improved the least compared with the other 
islands and also when compared to other Scottish areas.  

SELECT CPP
Eilean Siar

SELECT COMMUNITY Datazone map of community

Eilean Siar - Benbecula and North Uist

Group description: Remote Rural, Dep - OP, HH Inc 30-60%
14 other, similar communities in the group

How does a selected community in Eilean Siar compare to similar 
communities in Scotland?

How does the improvement rate of a selected community in Eilean 
Siar compare to similar communities in Scotland?

Highland - Caithness North East Highland - Caithness North East

Most 
Vulnerable Eilean Siar - Benbecula and North Uist Perth and Kinross - Blair Atholl, Strathardle and Glenshee

Highland - Skye South Aberdeenshire - East Cairngorms

Perth and Kinross - Blair Atholl, Strathardle and Glenshee Eilean Siar - Benbecula and North Uist

Highland - Lochaber East and North Argyll and Bute - Benderloch Trail

Highland - Badenoch and Strathspey North Perth and Kinross - Comrie, Gilmerton and St Fillans

Argyll and Bute - Benderloch Trail Perth and Kinross - Rannoch and Aberfeldy

Highland - Skye North West Shetland Islands - North and East Isles

Highland - Badenoch and Strathspey South Highland - Lochaber East and North

Perth and Kinross - Rannoch and Aberfeldy Highland - Ross and Cromarty East

Least 
Vulnerable Perth and Kinross - Comrie, Gilmerton and St Fillans Highland - Skye North West

Aberdeenshire - East Cairngorms Highland - Skye South

Highland - Ross and Cromarty East Perth and Kinross - Pitlochry

Perth and Kinross - Pitlochry Highland - Badenoch and Strathspey North Eilean Siar - Benbecula and North Uist

Shetland Islands - North and East Isles Highland - Badenoch and Strathspey South Group (64) Average

Best outcome

Worst outcome

Most improved

Least improved

Eilean Siar

Scotland

Select additional community:

See datazone data

Fife - Kennoway and Bonnybank

Projection

Least
Improved

Child Poverty

Emergency Admissions

Positive Destinations

Out of Work Benefits

S4 Tariff Score

Crime Rate

Early Mortality

Top/bottom 5Top/bottom 10All

Most 
Improved
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As part of the development of the Local Outcome Improvement Plan and Locality Plans, the Outer Hebrides Community Planning Partnership (OHCPP) 
committed to conducting extensive community engagement.  Communities across the Outer Hebrides were asked to identify their priorities for improvement 
using the Place Standard Tool.  In addition, people were asked to identify the best things about their communities.  

The use of the tool allowed the OHCPP to understand better the issues people wanted to see addressed and also celebrate the good things about our 
communities, of which there are many.   

The tool consists of fourteen questions which cover both the physical and social elements of a place.  Prompts are provided to help users answer the 
questions, which were tailored to reflect the rural and remote context of the Outer Hebrides.  The tool allowed participants to rate the need for improvement 
of an element and also helped users to identify their priorities.  Participants were asked to provide a rating on each element of 1 – 7 (a lot of room for 
improvement – no room at all for improvement). Participants were also asked to provide comments on why they rated their answers as they did. At the end of 
the questionnaire participants were asked to rank their top three priorities out of the fourteen elements.  

The OHCPP provided access to the survey online, paper copies in public buildings and through focus groups for particularly targeted groups and locality 
planning areas.   

North Uist and Benbecula returned the highest response rate with 191 out of a total population of 1,174 completing the questionnaire.

What are people telling us?
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17% Work and local economy 
13% 

Public transport 11% 
10% 

OH N  Uist Benbecula 
Moving around 1 1 3 
Public Transport 4 1 3 

4 Work and local economy 1 3 
4 3 4 
4 4 4 
4 4 4 

Streets and spaces 4 5 4 
4 5 4 
5 5 5 

Natural space 6 6 5 
6 Housing and community 6 5 
6 6 6 

Feeling safe 6 6 6 
Care and maintenance 5 6 6 

The most commonly chosen scores are presented below and highlight differences between the locality and the Outer Hebrides as a 
whole. It is also helpful to identify issues which are unique to a particular community.

Participants in the Place Standard Survey were asked ‘What are the priorities for improvement where you live?’ 
and the top results were:
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Stornoway West WINorth Uists and Benbecula

The OHCPP is focusing on two geographical areas initially - Stornoway West and North Uist and Benbecula. The chart below shows how priorities 
vary from area to area. 

Stornoway West has a greater emphasis on facilities and amenities, as well as social interaction when compared with the overall priorities and the other 
locality. 

North Uist and Benbecula has a greater emphasis on public transport, play & recreation and care & maintenance. 

Locality planning 
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A prosperous, well-educated and healthy community enjoying a good quality of life. 

Our vision for the Outer Hebrides is of a place where all people can prosper.  This reflects our primary aim of creating a sustainable population where all 
people, families, businesses and communities, succeed and flourish in every aspect.  We are seeking an improvement in the age structure of our population 
and, through the creation of employment and training opportunities and the provision of housing, aim to meet the needs of our communities and in 
particular younger working age people thereby increasing retention and in migration. 

To achieve this vision we are committed to achieving an equitable distribution of resources and services which will increase average household income and 
reduce poverty and health inequalities.   

As individual partner organisations we do our best to serve and protect the public.  Added value comes from the Outer Hebrides Community Planning 
Partnership working together to test and do things we haven’t done before, to deliver real and lasting change for our communities.  We will seek to ensure 
our economic and social resilience by growing our population, boosting local enterprise and welcoming people to work in key sectors. 

We are committed to a sustainable future in the global economy and to securing the three vital networks of connectivity which will make this happen:  
transport, digital and energy transmission.  We place a high value on local democracy and self-determination, fairness and social justice.   

Our vision for the Outer Hebrides
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We will achieve our vision through the delivery of projects under three broad themes:

Economy, People and Quality of Life.

Under these themes we will focus on three priorities for strategic partnership working:
 •The Outer Hebrides has sustainable economic growth and all our people have access to appropriate employment opportunities.
 •The Outer Hebrides retains and attracts people to ensure a sustainable population.
 •The Outer Hebrides offers attractive opportunities that improve the quality of life, wellbeing and health of all our people.

This plan has been developed in parallel to work with both Scottish and UK Governments on a Deal for the Islands and the Scottish Government on the 
Islands Bill.

Scotland’s Economic Strategy sets out an aim to:
Create a more successful country, with opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish, through increasing sustainable economic growth.

Themes, priorities and drivers
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Economy
It is an area of innovation and investment which secures a sustainable and vibrant job market with well-paid opportunities. There is a vibrant and innovative 
SME sector which plays a key role in creating employment and business growth. There is a skilled workforce for the future that provides opportunities for all 
our people, where there is also expanded childcare to enable parents to access employment, training and education.

People
The housing stock reflects the needs of a sustainable population. There is strong, positive and consistent promotion of the area, being a top visitor 
destination, attracting local, national and international visitors and attracting people to relocate to the area. Our young people are knowledgeable about the 
opportunities they are afforded by remaining on the islands to live, work and learn. The area is connected with high quality, affordable and reliable 
broadband, mobile networks and transport connections.

Quality of Life
Communities have access to a range of innovative transport solutions which reduce isolation and increase access to services. All children and young people 
have opportunities to access play and recreational facilities within their communities. There is a quality natural space where our people can experience, enjoy 
and value opportunities for sport, leisure and recreational activities. All people are socially included.

Future vision for North Uist and Benbecula
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Partnership with the community
All the Community Planning Partners will meaningfully engage with the Association of Community Councils in Uist and the Uist Economic Development 
Officers’ Forum to coordinate and take forward the plan. Other views will be sought and updates will be provided to wider community groups and 
representatives. This Locality Plan will only succeed when the Community Planning Partners are positioned to offer the community the support to 
co-produce local sustainable solutions.

We will enable local people to take forward actions which are important to them and their communities by:
•having influence over services, decisions and budgets
•delivering services
•owning and managing community assets
•building stronger community organisation and infra-structure

Building on current activity
There are well developed community groups and assets that provide a wealth of activity and development in the area. This ranges from practical support 
provided by these groups, to existing strategic and development plans. There was extensive community engagement and consultation carried out to develop 
a regeneration plan for Balivanich. Many of the identified priorities are consistent and complimentary to the aims of the Locality Plan and have also informed 
its development. More recently there has been agreement between CNES and HIE to carry out a Balivanich Masterplan exercise to consolidate and prioritise 
developments with further community consultation. Similarly, there is a well developed action plan for North Uist supported by the North Uist Development 
Company.

CPP partners have identified resources that will have a particular focus on the Locality. The new Financial Inclusion Officers will focus on the area helping to 
address issues such as: reducing child poverty, targeting of families living in poverty and fuel poverty as reflected in the fuel poverty cross agency plan. 
LEADER, the rural community development fund, has agreed to prioritise resources towards the locality. Further economic support is offered through HIE’s 
Community Account Management approach covering all of North Uist, while there are 5 new commercial units due for completion in Balivanich by the end 
of 2018. The Local Housing Strategy and Strategic Housing Investment Plan will have a focus on identifying suitable sites for affordable housing in North Uist. 
There has been agreement to prioritise renovation of Balivanich Community Play Park.

Our priorities and what we are going to do
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How we will work together 
 

 

 

 

 

  

A Locality Partnership will be established to provide local leadership 
of the plan and scrutinise overall delivery of progress towards 
targets. 

The Locality Partnership will have a critical role in facilitating 
effective joint working between public sector officers and 
communities to ensure that delivery of the Locality Plan remains on 
track and that the community has ownership of Plan.  This signals a 
change from the traditional planning approach to one which 
actively seeks out different perspectives and shares responsibility 
for success and leadership. 

The successful delivery of this plan will require a number of partners 
and the community to work together to develop actions to deliver 
improvements in the identified priority themes by analysing 
evidence of what is working elsewhere, taking risks, piloting new 
ways of working as well as looking at creative ways to resource key 
actions. 

The membership of the Locality Partnership will have at least 50% 
Community representation.  We also recognise that the wider 
community needs to have opportunities to participate in the 
development and delivery of the plan and we will work with existing 
networks, develop regular stakeholder events and use digital 
platforms for engagement. 
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How will we work together

A Locality Partnership will be established to provide local 
leadership of the plan and scrutinise overall delivery of 
progress towards targets.

The Locality Partnership will have a critical role in facilitating 
effective joint working between public sector officers and 
communities to ensure that delivery of the Locality Plan remains 
on track and that the community has ownership of Plan. This 
signals a change from the traditional planning approach to one 
which actively seeks out different perspectives and shares 
responsibility for success and leadership.

The successful delivery of this plan will require a number of 
partners and the community to work together to develop 
actions to deliver improvements in the identified priority themes 
by analysing evidence of what is working elsewhere, taking risks, 
piloting new ways of working as well as looking at creative ways 
to resource key actions.

The membership of the Locality Partnership will have at least 
50% Community representation. We also recognise that the 
wider community needs to have opportunities to participate in 
the development and delivery of the plan and we will work with 
existing networks, develop regular stakeholder events and use 
digital platforms for engagement.



Local priorities

We have analysed the comments associated with the lowest scoring areas in the Place Standard Tool survey. This has revealed a number of themes which the 
Locality Partnership will develop projects to address. These broad themes are:

 •Public transport – specifically access to employment opportunities
 •Transport more generally
 •Childcare
 •Housing and land availability, maintenance of HHP stock
 •Play and recreation opportunities
 •Care and maintenance – litter, signage and dog fouling

e detail of the actions, timescales and stakeholders will be determined following the establishment of the Locality Partnership. An action plan will be 
developed and published.
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